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Image details (clockwise from top):
Munich Mnemonic 1, Digital Collage, 16 x 20 cm; Munich Mnemonic 2, Digital Collage, 16 x 20 cm; Munich
Mnemonic 3, Digital Collage, 16 x 20 cm

ARTIST STATEMENT
My work draws on many references - cultural and historical - and operates across a variety
of media from installation to photograph, drawing, sound and object based pieces.
I recycle motifs throughout my work and this reflects how the nature of meaning and
memory is fluid and changing. Memory is used both as a means of recall and as an agent for
the imagination. Memory is liminal; on the border between forgetting and remembering.
Recent work has focused on meaning and memory in relation to conflict. This can be
personal, political or both.

ARTIST BIOGRAPHY
Born Newtownards, Co. Down, Northern Ireland. Studied at University of Ulster (BA Hons)
Combined Studies in Art and Design (1991) and at Queens University (MA Arts Management
2013). Previously a member of Backwater Artists Group Cork before joining QSS Belfast, in
2003. From 2004-07 she co- directed Green Dog Arts and organised exhibitions of Northern
Irish art in Mexico, Valencia, New York and Tokyo.
In 2007, she was selected for the Smithsonian exhibition of new Northern Irish Art
(Resolutions) at the Katzen Center for Arts Washington DC. In 2009 she was Artist in
Residence at the Centre Culturel Irlandais, Paris. In 2010 she took part in ‘s.Low’
multidisciplinary project in Berlin and was resident artist at Rooftop Studios, Prenzlauer
Berg. In March 2012 she exhibited work as part of Irish Wave III in Beijing. In 2013 she was
Artist in Residence in the History Department of the Ulster Museum. During 2014/15 Ritchie
worked between Belfast and Munich as part of extended visual art research into memory
and how both states and individuals remember the past.
In 2016 Ritchie travelled to Beijing and Shanghai as part of the curatorial team for Irish Wave
festival of art and her work is a core piece in the Intimate Transgressions exhibition (New
York, Beijing, Hangzhou and Shanghai). Ritchie continues to engage with writing, curation
and project management as part of her practice. In November 2017, she will participate in
the group exhibition ‘And This Too’ at Platform Arts Belfast. This exhibition focuses conflict
as part of contemporary art practice.
She has received awards from Arts Council Ireland, Arts Council Northern Ireland, Cultural
Relations Committee and the British Council.

